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Abstract: qhe main objective of this paper is to evaluate the impact of leadership in redressing the
failed state status of kigeria with a focus on the present administration Ebetween OM1M and OM1OFK cor
the past three yearsI kigeria has been keeping the ugly company and ranking consistently as the
fourteenth on the list of failed statesI but the governing elites have been making spirited campaigns
and slow haste in explaining away this situationK qhrough heavy reliance on secondary sources of
dataI the utilization of elite theory as frameworkI backed by the analytical approach to the issues
raised/discussedI the paper observed that the ranking of kigeria on the failed state index ignores some
historical facts and current situational realities which make the failed criteria suspect and
questionableK qhere is therefore the need to rethink and tinker with some of these criteria to reflect
socio-economic and political performance in realistic termsK murposeful and people –centered
approach to governance capable of redressing the dysfunctions of the kigerian state is also canvassedK
heywords: leadership; failed state; status; evaluation
1K fntroduction
kigeria is a mega-state within the continent of AfricaK Most of the characteristics of
African political environment and those of other developing nations apply to
kigeria and can offer an efficient way of learning about these countriesK eoweverI
making a generalization or conclusion on these countries from the kigerian point
of view would require a degree of care and cautionK ft is striking and perhaps
curious to observe that as a socio-political formationI kigeria is defined by its
failures EMimikoI OM1MFK kigeria typifies the paradoxical characterization of the
dominance of affliction in the face of seeming affluence EfbeanuI OMMUFK qhis point
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was corroborated by Mimiko EOM1MI pK 1OF thus: “ft is a personification for
abundance of resources that are largely paralysed by mis-governance and
perfunctory commitment to the corporate good by insensitive ErulingF elite”K lne
major reason why kigeria has continued to perform very poorly in socio-political
and economic spheres is the nature and character of successive governing eliteI
who are very predatory and carriers of particularistic interests and tendenciesK qheir
failings and failures to rise to the challenge of sacrificeI dedicationI example and
commitment to nation building which constitute essential ingredients or hallmarks
EAchebeI 19UPF in leadership effectiveness reinforces this positionK
qhere are issues and developments flowing from the 1914 amalgamation of the
colony of iagosI the protectorates of pouthern and korthern kigeria as one
political entity and other self-inflicted ills that seem to suggest that kigeria is
failing or has failed as a nation-stateK qhe governing elite Epast and presentF at the
centre have invigorated efforts at repudiating this notionI yet consistentlyI the
country has been keeping the ugly company of pomaliaI pudanI ChadI Congo
EaoCFI eaitiI wimbabweI AfghanistanI Central African oepublicI fraqI Cote
d’fvoireI duineaI makistan and vemen to rank 14th on the list of failed or fragile
statesK qhere are indices for measuring if a nation-state has failed or is failingI this
include securityI absence of rule of law/constitutionalismI state legitimacyI
factionalism and group grievances EkwosuI OM11FK
lther indices or factors explaining state failures are weak governance or collapse
of major state institutions which manifests in the locus of power and economic
benefits being concentrated in the hands of a tiny majority Eruling elite and their
croniesF who are motivated by greed and personal interests; inefficient and
distorted national economic management giving rise to unbridled corruption and
waste; achievements versus capability and potential disconnect; absence of
common national identity and lack of vibrant civil society organizations/activities
EMgbenweluI OMMO; fyayiI OMMOFK qhis paper will interrogate the current
situation/state of affairs in kigeria against the backdrop of the above mentioned
indices through the analytical approach to secondary data in order to determine the
actual status of the countryK qhe discourse is segmented thus: Abstract;
fntroduction; Conceptual clarification; qhe kexus between leadership and failed
state status of kigeria; Conclusion and oecommendationsK qhe next section of this
paper is devoted to the clarification of the concepts of leadership and failed stateK
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OK ieadership
ieadership connotes different things to different peopleK aefinition or perception
of leadership by academics and practitioners tend to divergeK ieadership is defined
as influenceI that isI the art or process of influencing people so that they will strive
willingly and enthusiastically toward the achievement of group goals Eteihrich
and hoontz 199PI pK 49MFK
ieaders act as facilitating and inspiring agents in a group in order to accomplish
organizational goalsK teihrich and hoontz E199PF affirm that optimum
performance or capacity utilization is directly linked to good leadership skillsK
Another way of defining leadership which has been aptly qualified as ‘managerial
leadership’ sees it “as the process of directing and influencing the task related
activities of group members”K EptonerI creeman C dilbertI OMMMI pK 4TMFKqhese
authors established that there are four important implications of their definition of
leadership which are as follows: people Eemployees or followersF; power; influence
and valuesK
bxplaining the implicationsI the trio goes further to say thatI people Eemployees or
followersF underline the very essence of leadershipK By employees’ willingness to
accept directions from their leaderI the group members/employees help define the
leader’s status and make the leadership process possibleK tithout people or
followers to leadI the best of leadership qualities remain useless and largely
irrelevant and unproductiveK
ieadership involves unequal distribution of power between leaders and the ledK
AlthoughI people or employees can and do shape group activities in a number of
waysI the leader nonetheless wield more power than the groupK qhe group however
legitimizes the leader’s power baseK mower is defined as “the ability to exert
influenceI that isI to change the attitudes or behavior of individuals or group”K
fnfluence however is any action or examples of behaviour that cause a change in
attitude or behavior of another person or group”K Eptoner et alI OMMMI pK 4TMFK
ieadership entails the use of influence to achieve or direct group behavior in a
number of waysK qhis includes getting employees or followers to make sacrifices
that will be beneficial to group/corporate interestK ieadership has to do with values
and also requires that followers be given adequate knowledge of alternatives so that
they can make intelligent choices between different courses of actionK
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qhe above explanation of the implications inherent in the definition of leadership
by these scholars have been corroborated by teihrich and hoontz E199PF through
reference to the same issues as ingredient of leadership such as the ability to use
power effectively and responsibly; the ability to comprehend that human beings
have different motivational forces at different times and in different situations; the
ability to inspire and the ability to create/develop a conducive environment and to
arouse motivationK
Cole E199TI pK 49F conceptualizes leadership as “a dynamic process at work in a
group whereby one individual over a particular period of time and in a particular
organizational context influences the other group members to commit themselves
freely to the achievement of group tasks or goal”K crom this definitionI it is
deductible that leadership is a dynamic processI it entails the use of influence and
motivationI and it is also directed at accomplishing organizational/group goalsK ft
can also be safely inferred that leadership usually and mostly a management roleK
PK kature of dood ieadership
ieadership may entail the leader’s ability to satisfactorily meet promisesI tasks and
targets set by the leader or followers or bothK ieadership can be said to be good or
bad only in comparison to the set tasks and targets EiKeK manifestoI constitution and
programmeF or any other thing that is regarded as a common expectationK dood
leadership is a perception of the followership in the leader’s ability to satisfactorily
meet targets and tasksK qhereforeI if followership believes that leaders have
successfullyI fairlyI and equitably met their promisesI tasks and targetsI thenI they
generally think or perceive that such leadership is goodK
Maxwell EOMM1:T-9F posits that good leaders must possess the following attributes:
let go of your ego; become a good follower first; build positive relationships; work
with excellence; rely on discipline not emotion; make adding value your goal and
give your power awayK
qhe following qualities where also identified by Maxwell E1999F as being
“indispensable” for good leaders: character; charisma; commitment;
communication; competence; courage; discernment; focus; generosity; initiative;
listening ear; passion; positive attitude;  problem solving; relationships;
responsibility; security; self-discipline; servant hood or service; teaching ability
and visionK
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fn addition to the aboveI the right type of leadership must think globally; anticipate
opportunity; create shared vision; develop and empower people; appreciate cultural
diversity; build teamwork/spirit and partnership; embraces change; apply
technological savvy; encourage constructive challenge; ensure customer
satisfaction; achieve competitive advantage; demonstrate personal mastery; share
leadership and valueK EpuleimanI OMMO:PRFK A leader must remember always that to
succeed and be a good leaderI he must be a good followerK A good leader must be
humble enough to work for the common good of the people by harnessing
resources and using people effectively to achieve endsK
ie Bœuf E19U9F sums up with an assertion that good and effective leaders get
results and that is the greatest management principle in the worldK ie Bœuf argues
further that the keys/strategies which good leaders applyI anchor on positive reward
reinforcement which is as follows: award solution instead of quick fixes; risk
taking instead of risk avoiding; applied creativity instead of conformity; decisive
action instead of paralysis by analysis; smart work instead of busywork;
simplification instead of needless complication; quiet effective behaviour instead
of squeaking joints; quality work instead of fast work; loyalty instead of turnover;
and working together instead of working againstK
4K Meaning and aeterminants of cailed ptate
Attempts at defining the concept of failed state and tracing its origin have been
mired by controversy despite the avalanche of literature and scholarly writings on
the subjectK Cojanu and mopescu EOMMTI pK 114F documented that the initial work on
a similar topicI titled ‘nuasi states’ is traceable to oobert eK gackson in 19UTK fn the
same veinI Cojanu and mopescu EOMMTF posited that the concept of state failure was
popularised by Madeline Albright and others at the rnited kations in the early
199MsI and this was captured in the essay by dross E199SF on “taxonomy of failed
states in the kew torld lrder”K
qhe account of early works on state failure as recorded by Cojanu and mopescu
include “saving failed states” by eelman and oatner E199PF; “qhe Coming
Anarchy” by haplan E1994F; “Collapsed ptates” edited by wartman E199RF; dross
E199SF; Baranyi and mowell EOMMRF; “cailed ptates by koam Chomsky EOMMSF in
MasudI AhmmedI Choudhury and Mustafa EOM1P: S4FK euria EOMMUI pK 1F
commented that “…the discourse on failed states has been around since the end of
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the cold warI it gathered momentum after the event of 9/11…” phe elaborated that
“the aftermath of which the rp identified states like Afghanistan and pomalia as
potential terrorist havensKKKa fear reflected in its OMMO and OMMS kational pecurity
ptrategy”K
qhe concept or notion of failed states presupposes that there are successful states
and the latter are presumed to be the normI in which states control defined
territories and populationsI conduct diplomatic relations with other statesI
monopolise legitimate instruments of coercionI and provides social and public
goods to the citizenry EBrooksI OMMRFK gohn Curry’s work EOMMRI pK OF presented the
rp as an automatic example of a strong or successful stateK A synthesis of the
contributions of euria EOMMUFI Brooks EOMMRF and Curry EOMMRF tend to give the
impression that state failure is a construct traceable to the rpAI the test and
torld Bank as arrow heads of global capitalismK eoweverI the critique of the
concept of failed states is reserved for another part of this paper and should not be
belaboured hereK
wartman E199RF in Cojanu C mopescu EOMMTI pK 11RF posited that state failure
occurs when “the basic functions of the state are no longer performed”K euria
EOMMUI pK 1F took this point further that “ most accounts of failed states centre on
the erosion of state capacity or their inability to perform the basic functions of state
responsibility like ensuring peace and stabilityI effective governanceI territorial
controlI and economic sustainability”K
ilosa EOMMRI pK 1F argued differently that many countries fail due to an excess not
absence of government powerK qhis author sought to correct the idea that
“centralization is the best way to fight lawlessness –a view that can translate into
backing authoritarian rule in countries where that type of rule is at the heart of the
problem”K owanda and Burundi were cited as examples of stratified societies
caused by too much state powerK meru and senezuela also typify failed states “with
too much state power or excessive government” rather than absence of state powerK
Curry EOMMRI pK 1F categorized nation states on the levels of strongI weakI failed
and collapsedK qhe determinant in these categorizations is on state’s ability to “…
effectively deliver the most crucial political goods…” to the citizenryK
Curry EOMMRF corroborated thus: ptates are relied upon by the citizens to provide
such political goods as security against internal and external threatsI freedoms to
include the right to participate in all aspects of the political processI requisite
infrastructureI fiscal and monetary systemsI social systems and environmental
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protectionsK qhese political goods are analogous to the bottom tier of Maslow’s
hierarchy that contains base requirements; delivery of these political goods is a
base requirement of viable nation-statesK qhe degree to which a state can
effectively provide these political goods determines the state’s position along the
spectrumK
ptrong states are characterized by the following basic political deliverables:
adequate provision of internal and external securityI full opportunities and
participation of citizens in the political processI adequacy of infrastructural
facilities like transport networks; utilities and portsI fiscal and monetary structures
are firmly established and functionalI social and medical services are availableI and
environmental protections are providedK
teak nation-states on the contrary experience declining dam per capita; high
crime rate; intercommunal tensions; deteriorating infrastructure; dysfunctional
schools and medical services; geographicalI physical or fundamental economic
constraints; or internal antagonismsI management flaws; greed; despotism or
external attacks- all these explain why political goods are not effectively delivered
to the citizenryK
ft has been documented by curry EOMMRI pK PF that failed states are bedeviled by
persistent inter-communal violence that brings the state to the point of failureK
qhere are extensive crimes and civil wars directed at the governmentI polarization
of the society into “haves” and “have-nots”I the military becomes the political tool
of self-serving tyrannical leadersI prevalence of ethnicI sectional and divided
identitiesI existing side by side with very predatory elites who continue to enjoy the
loot of their avaricious and rapacious machinationsK
qhe emergence of sub- state actors without any vestige of power or control within
the state is said to be the main feature of a collapsed stateK pub-state actors are
divided along inter-communal linesI clannishness and warlordism become the order
of the dayI there is the prevalence of disorderI anomic behaviourI anarchic
mentality and entrepreneurial endeavors such as gun and narco-trafficking that is
compatible with external networks of terrorK fn all the above conditionsI leadership
especially the committed and purposeful type can play tangible roles in reversing
ugly and downward plungeI together with institutional checksI state reconstruction
strategies and well- intentioned external EinternationalF organizations interventionsK
Chomsky EOMMSF in MasudI AhmedI Choudhury and Mostafa EOM1PI pK S4F
operationalized failed state to be those states that “have lost their physical control
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over … territory… legitimate authority has increasingly EbecomeF minor; public
services have lessen; totally unable to interact with other states with trust;
internationally which position is dubious”K qhe implication of state failure is that
the central state authority and control do not exist in realityI and institutions of law
and order have totally or partially collapsedK ft has geographicalI politicalI
internationalI historicalI sociologicalI democratic and legal underpinnings/
explanationsK
qhe rpA based “cund for meace” Ethink tankF and “coreign molicy” Ea well-known
magazineF have been publishing “cailed ptates fndex” which shows five types of
state failure in terms of their intensity: alert Eif index is 9M+FI warningE if index is
SM+FI dependent territoryI moderateE if index is PM+FI sustainable EMasud et alI
OM1PFK cor each indicatorI the ratings are placed on a scale of M Elow intensityF to
1MEhigh intensityFK qhere are twelve indicators which demonstrate state failureI so
total scores range from M to 1OMK lut of the twelve indicatorsI four are socialI two
are economic and six addressed political issuesK qhese indicators are explained here
under; social indicators
1K aemographic pressures- high density in population in comparison to supply of
food and other complementary resourcesI reserved ownership of land and
transport; religious and historical sites under strict national control
OK eumanitarian and social security problems- massive movement of refugees and
internally displaced peoples EfamF by forced uprooting of large communities or
ethnic groupsK
PK pocial fdentification- atrocities are committed with impunity against communal
groups or specific groupsI institutionalised political and communal identity over
nationalityK
4K Continual euman clight- the “brain drain” of professionalsI intellectuals and
political dissidents and intentional emigration of the middle class ethnic
populace to other places of the ptate or any other statesK
RK bconomic fndicators
1K fmbalance in bconomic aevelopment: inequality and injustice against a group
or tribe in educationI jobs and economic status according to their communal or
religious identityK
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OK ptern bconomic aecline: high rate of inflationI fall in foreign investmentI debt
paymentsI deflation of the national currency and a growth in drug trade and
smugglingK
SK molitical fndicators
1K iack of qransparency- tidespread corruption and political elites use their
positions to oppose transparency and accountabilityK
OK iack in mublic pervices- states become useless and fail to defend citizens from
terrorism and violence; and fail to provide crucial servicesI such as healthI
educationI sanitationI public transportation and essential commoditiesK
PK siolation of euman oights through moliticization- widespread abuse of legalI
political and social rightsI including those of individualsI politicisation of the
judiciaryI internal use of military for political endsK
4K “ptate within a ptate”- state sponsored or state supported private or religious
militia will increase terrorism and religious riotK qhis ‘army within an army’
will protect and promote the interests of the dominant militaryI religious or
political eliteK
RK oise of molitical blites- continuous conflict between the ruling elites and state
institutionsI national decision will be taken in line with religiousI tribal or
nationalistic or sub-nationalistic identityK
SK coreign fntervention- receives free interference in internal affairs through
military and economic assistance in accordance with foreign interest EMasud et
alI OM1PI pK SRF
ft has been argued that defining and identifying failed statesI present some
problems of measurement because of divergent estimates reflecting differences in
criteria used to define state failure and weighting of various aspects of governanceK
Cojanu and mopescu EOMMTF documented three comprehensive and well respected
systems for evaluating state performanceK lne of them is the twelve E1OF indicators
discussed above developed by the cund for meace Ea rpA think tankFK Another
criterion is the torld Bank`s torldwide “dovernance fndicators” EtdfF
comprising six aspects of good governance namely: soice and Accountability;
molitical ptability and siolence; dovernment bffectiveness; oule of iaw; and
Control of CorruptionK
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soice and Accountability EsAF implies the extent to which a country`s citizens are
able to participate in selecting their governmentI freedom of expression and of
associationI and free mediaK molitical ptability and Absence of siolence EmsF refers
to perceptions on stability of government or change in government by violent or
unconstitutional means including political violence or terrorismK dovernment
bffectiveness EdbF translates to the quality of public servicesI the performance of
the Civil pervice and degree of its independence from political pressuresI the
quality of policy formulation and implementationI and credibility of government`s
commitment to such policiesK oegulatory nuality EonF entails the ability of
government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that
promote private sector developmentK
oule of iaw EoiF means the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide
by the rules of societyI constitutionalismI the quality of contract enforcementI the
policeI judiciary and the likelihood of crime and violenceK Control of Corruption
ECCF signals to what extent public power is converted to private gainI including
petty and grand forms of corruptionI and capture of the state by elites and private
interestsK
qhe third yardstick canvassed for defining and identifying state failure is the
Bertelsmann qransformation fndex EBqfF which provides two rankings and two
trend indicators that present results of the comparative analysisK qhe two rankings
are: qhe ptatus fndex and Management fndexK qhe ptatus index shows the state
of development that a country had achieved on its way to democracy and market
economyK qhis index overall result represents the mean value of scores for
“molitical qransformation” and “bconomic qransformation” dimensionsK
qhe criteria for measuring political transformation are: stateness; political
participation; rule of law; stability of democratic institutions; political and social
integrationK qhe score for economic transformation is obtained by calculating the
mean value for these criteria: level of socioeconomic development; organization of
the market and competition; currency and price stability; private property; welfare
regime; economic performance; and sustainabilityK
qhe Management fndex shows a classification of the quality of transformation
management and the trend gives the information on the direction of development
on democracy and market economy in each countryK qhe methodology for Bqf is
represented by qualitative assessments of experts and has been modified slightly
due to experience and suggestions obtained in the recent pastK
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qhe measurement and application of some criteria to the state failure has been
seriously criticized by the theorists from the third worldK lne of the major
shortcomings of the discourse on failed states is that it offers an ahistorical account
of the weakening of statesK Apart from glossing over the historical processes Elike
colonialismF accounting for the state failureI it diverts emphasis and responsibility
for the failed condition on the state itself and ignores external factorsK pupport for
these assertions are that “the current system of state is arbitrary and irrational
EMeyer in BrooksI OMMR:O1FK fn additionI “globalization limits the capacity of
nation-states to fully control bordersI run its economy autonomously and perform
security state functions Eeeld in Brooks OMMRI pK O1FK
ft has been further argued that it is incorrect to treat states as isolated entities that
alone are responsible for what goes within their boundariesK ft is also plausible to
state that the evolution of modern nation-states demand more rigorous nation-
building efforts and activities that cannot take place in few decadesI especially
when viewed against the backdrop that buropean states developed into nation-
states over a period of four to seven countries EAyoob in euriaI OMMUI pK 4FK Many
third world countries states that have been classified as failed are highly plural and
sharply divided societies which are not yet politically and socially cohesiveK
qhe indicators for failed states appear to be a “catch-all framework” embracing
every problem of governance that faces the developing countriesK qhis reckoning
makes the concept suspect and a questionable analytical tool because of its
vaguenessI imprecision and lumping of dissimilar political crises into the same
investigative categoryK mredicated on theseI a more holistic and balanced set of
criteria would be more helpful in verifying the weakness/ failure of states as a
constructK
qhe next section of this paper is devoted to the theoretical framework considered
applicable to this discourseK
TK qheoretical cramework: blite qheory
qhere are several versions of the elite theory ranging from that developed by
silfredo mareto and daetano Mosca to those of CKtK MillsI cloyd eunter and
oaymond AronK A combination of these versions will therefore be utilized as
framework of analysisK qhe elite theory was first developed by two ftalian
sociologists namely: silfredo mareto and daetano MoscaK qhe earlier versions of
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the theory emphasized personal attributes of leadersK iater versions dwelt more on
institutional framework of societyK earalambos E1999I pK 1MTFK
qhe thrust off the elite theory according to mareto and Mosca are as follows:
- blite owes its power to its internal organization and forms a united and cohesive
minority in the face of an unorganized and fragmented massK
- Major decisions which affect society are taken by the eliteI and these decisions
usually reflect the interest of the elite rather than the wishes of the majorityK
- qhe mass of the population is largely controlled and manipulated by the eliteI
passively accepting the propaganda which justifies the elite ruleK
- Major change in the society occurs when one elite replaces anotherK mareto
refers to this as “circulation of elites” and he added thatI “all elite tend to
become decadent”K qhey decay in quality and lose their vigourK “qhey may
become soft and ineffective with the pleasures of easy living and the privileges
of power…” EearalambosI 1999I pK 1MUFK
- qhe rule by a minority is an inevitable feature of social life and that the ruling
minorities are superior to the mass of the population who lack capacity for self-
government and require the leadership and guidance of eliteK
UK Application of qheory
qhe governing elite in kigeriaI by virtue of their social characteristics and
privileges of office are united and operate as a formidable team against the hungry
and poverty stricken mass of population who are easily divided and distracted on
account of daily pressure for sustenance and necessities of lifeK qhe divide and rule
by the elite thus inhibit any genuine effort to advance any common cause in form
of qualitative educationI shelterI basic infrastructure and other social amenitiesI
which are grossly in adequate in the countryK
Madunagu EOMMRF brings this to the fore by asserting that “the dominant fraction of
the kigerian ruling class do not use the wealth they loot…for the benefit of “their
people” although these poor people whose names are invoked in vain are often
mobilized to fight their imaginary enemies…” qhe latter part of Madunagu’s view
above and African ketwork for bnvironment and bconomic gustice EAkbbgI OMM4I
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pK 1SF position that “the exploitation of public and private resource for the gain of
the public is embedded in institutionalized practices”I corroborate this assertionK
qhe elite in kigeria are not accountable to the kigerian peopleK sarious allegation
of public treasury looting in print and social network media by public officials and
serving dovernors in the country brings this to the foreK And it is doubtful if there
is anything the defenseless mass of the population can do about thisI in view of the
instrument of coercion at the disposal of the eliteK
fn addition to the foregoingI to the extent that the governing elite in kigeria cannot
rise to the challenge of service delivery and the qualitative life for the citizenryI
they may have become decadent and ineffective due to pleasures of easy living and
privileges of power in words of maretoK Akbbg EOMM4I pK 1SF underscored this issue
while positing the existence of a predatory state and elite in kigeriaI and concluded
that “this may therefore explain the lack of development in the country…despite
over thirty five years of oil wealth”K
fn conclusionI it is the use to which the governing elites in kigeria have subjected
power Econversion of state power to private benefits/advantageFI their
characteristics as carriers of particularistic interests and tendenciesI lack of
legitimacy in governance and policy outcomes created conditions that seem to be
giving expression to state failure or implosion in kigeriaK
9K Contextualizing and Contesting kigeria’s cailed ptate ptatus
qhis section discusses the situational realities of kigeria side by side with the
indicators of a failed state as to enable us take a position on whether kigeria is
really a failed state or in the process of failing or a collapse stateK
kigeria began her journey into the league of failed state in OMMT when the country
was ranked 1Tth among the failed states in the worldK fn OMMUI the country’s ranking
improved marginally to 19th position before deteriorating in OMM9 to 1RthK pince
OM1MI kigeria has consistently maintained its 14th spot on the index EgideoforI
OM1OFK
qhe reports on kigeria’s failed status since OM1M especially in OM1O  indicates that
kigeria is only ahead of such countries as makistanI duineaI Cote a fvoireI fraqI
vemenI eaitiI Central African oepublicI wimbabweI AfghanistanI ChadI pudanI
Congo aemocratic oepublic and pomalia EmunchI OM1O guly ORFK
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lut of 1OM marksI kigeria got a total of 1M1KSK qhe researchers based their score on
1O indicatorsK bach of the 1O indicators is measured on a scale of 1- 1MK kigeria’s
scores in some of them are depicted below: massive movement of refugees or
internally displaced peopleI SKRI vengeance seeking group grievanceI 9KT; uneven
economic developmentI UK9; sharp or severe economic declineI TKR; progressive
deteriorating of public serviceI 9K1; violation of human rights and rule of lawI UKS;
and rise of factionalized eliteI 9KU EmunchI OM1OI guly ORFK
nuite a number of commentators have joined their voices to portray kigeria as a
failed state such as lkhenaiye EOM1PF; fpinyomi EOM1MF to mention just a fewK
denerallyI looking at some of these indicatorsI kigeria’s score card is worrisome
and evidences abound that something drastic has to be done to remedy the
situationK cor instanceI on massive movement of refugees or internally displaced
personsI it was observed that in mlateau ptate aloneI the fnternational Committee of
oed Cross and the kigerian oed Cross gave an estimate of at least RIRMM people
displaced after the attacks on villages in Barkin iadi and oiyom iocal dovernment
Areas  EmunchI OM1OI guly ORFK ln brain drainI which was also one on the indicators
as mentioned earlierI it was claimed that:
As of OMM4I up to PO4 kigerian’s were in the rnited ptates alone… some 1T4IMMM
were information technology professionalsI about RMIMMM were engineers and
another ORMIMMM were professionals in other areas including universities lecturers…
only about OM% of pub- paharan Africa educated abroad returned home; the
remaining UM stayed in the country of study Egubril and lbajeI OMMUI pK PSOFK
fn the same veinI lbasanjo EOMMTI pK OOMF averred that:
Many of our best men and womenI for lack of opportunity and challenge at homeI
have had to work outside our shoresK te should challenge them to return home by
putting in place the conducive atmosphere and the tools with which they will be
able to give this country the full benefit of their educationI training and experienceK
f recognize that just as there are good and bright kigerian’s abroadI there have
remained many at home who have perseveredK f assure them that their sacrificeI
tenacity and perseverance will be recognized and rewarded by a grateful nationK
Another debilitating problem confronting kigeria which also falls into failed state
index is corruptionK kuhu oibadu Ecited in BanjoI OM1OI pK 14F asserts that “… qhe
major challenge that kigeria faces is corruptionK ft is the major obstacle to the
emergence of our progress and it represents one of the major barriers to democratic
development in the countryK ee added that “let us be honest and frank to ourselvesI
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the major factor responsible for this catalogue of failureI f make brave to say is
corruption” Ecited in BanjoI OM1OI pK 114FK
puffice to say that at the root of kigeria’s underdevelopment is corruptionK ft has
stalled the development of the power sector; it is a major contributing factor to
poverty and the sharp economic decline in the country; it has made it impossible
for the country to attain the rnited kations Millennium aevelopment doals
EMadsF Emunch OM1OI guly ORFK
lkhenaiye EOM1PF also submits that a failed state is one that is unable to perform its
duties in several levelsK ee said in the case of kigeriaI nothing is workingK qhis is
evident in the high level of insecurity and povertyK fn factI power which is pivotal
to economic growth is still in a state of uncertainty as far as kigeria is concernedK
qhe kvpC scheme that was established to foster peace and unity in the country is
being threatened as vouth Corps members have become targets of attacks by
terrorist and sundry rioters especially in the korthK marentsI guardians no longer
accept the posting of their children to the korthK
iooking at the gloomy pictureI can one conclude that kigeria is a failed state?
thile the score card of kigeria is discouraging in some areasI it is not bad in other
areasK
cor instanceI looking at the population growthI vis-à-vis- food productionI gerome
EOM1OF asserts that while the annual growth of kigeria’s population since
independence is 4%I the rate of staple food production stands at PKT%I thus there
exists a variance of MKP%K qhis is not a significant variance to tag kigeria a failed
state using that indicatorK
lkupe EOM1PF described a failed state as one where there is erosion of legitimate
authority and instabilityK qhe country cannot afford to provide public services like
the provision of lightI good roadsI water supply and security servicesK fn kigeriaI
the legitimacy of the government in power is not contestedI there are serving
national and state assembliesI there are laws and order even in the states of BornoI
vobe and Adamawa Ewhere the federal government has just declared a state of
emergencyF because of the menace of Boko earamK fn additionI there is political
stability as the country has witnessed civilian-civilian transition of government
from 1999 till dateK lnaiwu EOM1PFI argued that the foreign direct investment EcafF
is already over A9 millionI the largest in AfricaI there is better communicationI the
transport system cannot be said to be totally badK
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At this junctureI it is necessary to probe further into the veracity of the failed state
indicatorsK gideofor EOM1OF opines that since OM1MI kigeria has maintained its 14th
spot index and has been listed among the league of infamy even before the Boko
earam insurgenceK qhis simply denotes that the Boko earam terrorist activities did
not reflect in the ranking position of kigeria among the failed statesK ee equally
added that indices of failed states are difficult to construct and even harder to
perfect amid competing methodologies and data sourcesK qhe author argued that
the failed state index uses several parameters that are mostly subjectively
determinedK qhusI conclusion of these kinds of indices often depends on initial
assumptions of each parameterK ft should be noted that these kinds of parameters
which are often value judgments get loaded and can trigger controversiesK
A good example is the work of Chomsky EOMMSF where he argued that the rKp itself
was becoming a “failed state” and therefore a danger to its people by using
different indicesK qhe indices the author used includes America war on terror
against other countries on the grounds that such countries possess weapons of Mass
aestructions EtMaF and forcing democracy on them after their pyrrhic victoryK
qhis disposition has made the government to create so many enemies for the
country and of course its citizensI therebyI endangering their safety in those
countries tagged terroristsK
curthermoreI the concept of failed state appeared not very useful analytical tool as
it is vague and impreciseK euriaI EOMMUF described it as a catch-all framework for
every problem of governance associated with the developing worldK qhe author
argued that states in the developing world are relatively new entrants into the
international system and it is only natural that they face challenges in the process of
state building EeuriaI OMMUFK  A historical excursion into the colonization of some
of the third world countries particularly kigeriaI reveals that the western countries
caused major parts of the problems that now made such countries to be classified as
failed statesK
Another notable methodological weakness of the failed state index can be seen in
the fact that it straightjacketed states as either failed or not failed statesK qhe
weakness in the methodological compilation is revealed in the work of Curry
EOMMRF who classified states as strongI weakI failed and collapsedK qhe parameters
used to classify states as failed or not by the cund for meaceI an independent
research and educational organization based in tashington aCI rnited ptates of
AmericaI made it difficult to locate a state on the continuum of the various
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classifications of CurryK qhis is because while some countries may be weakI others
might have failed or be tagged collapsed statesK puch classifications cannot be done
with the failed state index of the cund for meaceK Another query on the
classification of the countries as failed or not hinges on the variables used to
measure and rank states in statistical forms which looks logically impressiveK
eoweverI looking at the works of euff and deis E19TPFI “eow to iie with
ptatistics” that one can use figuresI graphs and tables to hoodwink and blackmail
others or make one appear cleverer than one really isI made one skeptical about the
parameters of cund for meace in classifying states as failed or notK ft cannot be
ascertained whether they are intentionally or unintentionally lying using statisticsK
gideofor EOM1OF also asserts that the indices used for failed states are mischievous
that countries in the west always used these indices to promote nationalism and
internal cohesionI by subtly drawing the attention of their citizens to the relative
ranking of their countries in these indicesK qhis is to make them feel good that as
much as things may be difficult for themI they are infinitely better off than people
in several countriesK cor many in test AfricaI the indices and their higher ranking
in them attest to their superiority vis-à-vis other lowly ranked countriesK
A critique of the failed state index is not to deny the fact that kigeria is faced with
serious challenges which are traceable to its formation that makes states building a
herculean taskK eoweverI moving away from the political arenaI there appear to be
a glimpse of hopeK qhe population resource profileI skilled manpower among
others if well harnessed can be a catalyst for the emergence of a prosperousI
peaceful and stable countryK
ft is necessary to add that leadership factor is very germane in the discussion of
state failureK Most of the indices of failed state are problems of underdevelopmentK
Countries that had wriggled out of the conundrum of underdevelopment are
countries that had purposeful leadership anchored on transformational people-
oriented and programmes at one time or the other in their chequered historiesK
bxamples include: the former rppo under ptalinI gapan under eirohitoI China
under Mao qse qung to mention just a fewK fn the case of kigeria it has been said
repeatedly that the problem with kigeria is that of leadership failureK kkire the
kational Chairman of an opposition party- the mrogressive meople Alliance EmmAF
asserts that: … it was rather unfortunate that mam led federal dovernment in the
last 1P years was not able to protect lives and property of kigerians let alone
provide employmentI housingI steady electricityI good roads and cheap
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transportation for the people … it was sad that rather than make the people
prosperousI government officials made themselves richer and kigerians poorerI
through bad policiesI huge allowances and corruption Eaaily pun quesday guly 1TI
OM1OI pK UFK qhis is a revalidation of Achebe’s E19UPF averment and the elite theory
used as framework of analysis in this paperK
qo further underscore the importance of leadershipI mfiffner and pherwoodI E19SM
cited in bjereI OM1PI pK 1PMF declares that “get the right man EpersonF in the
leadership jobI and all your problems will be solved”K
1MK Conclusion and oecommendations
qhe paper attempted to evaluate the impact of leadership in addressing some
conditions that make kigeria appear to be a failed stateK qhe failed state indices
Etwelve in allF as propagated by the rpA cund for meace were heavily interrogated
through qualitative and quantitative data obtained through secondary sources and
logical analytical approachK qhe elite theory as a framework also complemented the
aforementioned methodK qhe central thesis of this paper is that the ranking of
kigeria on the failed state index ignores some historical facts and current
situational realities which make some of the measurement criteria suspect and
questionableK eoweverI there is the need for improvement in some spheres of life
in kigeria and the paper recommends as follows:
qhere is the need to rethink and tinker with the criteria of measuring countries in
terms of socio-economic and political performance to include historical
experiences and current situational realities rather than lumping countries togetherK
qhe intervention of foreign actors Estate and non-stateF should be driven and
anchored on the principle of altruism and should take into cognizance the long term
interest and needs of post-colonial states and their citizensK qhe role of prudent
economic management on a sustainable basis and economic planning that focuses
on massive utilization of labour that releases creative energies of the youths from
violence/social ills and vices into productive activities cannot be overemphasizedK
fnstitutions of governance should be strengthened continuously to enable states live
up to their billings in service delivery and provision of social/ public goodsK
murposeful and people-centered approach to governance is a minimum irreducible
condition to achieving some of the above suggestions and it is strongly canvassed
in halting the numerous dysfunctions of the kigerian ptateK
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